
 

Reading, writing and SPaG continues to 
be taught daily.  Reading lessons will 

focus on reading fluency, speed and accuracy as well 
as skills to further develop comprehension. This will be 
further supported through our Power of Reading 
teaching sequences which focus on journeying through 
a text. Daily SPaG lessons will feed directly into our 
writing.  Modelled and shared writing lessons lead to 
the children having the opportunity to plan, draft, edit 
and improve their writing.  
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How has the landscape and 
history of the Americas shaped 

the world we live in today?  

The key question above will be our 
focus for this term and to which all 
our learning will be linked. We will 
need to apply our prior learning, 
analyse sources and complete our 

own research. 

 

 

The children will explore Number and Place value. This 
will be followed by a unit on Addition and Subtraction. 
For the second half of the term, our focus will be on 
Multiplication, Division and the Measurement of Area 
and Perimeter. 

 

 

Reminders 
PE days: Thursday and Friday.   
Full PE kit to be worn to school. 

                                                    
 
 

Humanities 
 

This term’s focus is Amazing Americas. Learning will include 
understanding the two continents of the Americas and the different 
landmarks that can be found there. We will also be learning about 
the Mayans and the Aztecs and how their influence shaped North 

and South America. 
 

 Creative Learning 
             In Art, the children will study Architecture and use a 
variety of techniques to add interesting effects (e.g. reflections, 
shadows, direction of sunlight). 
In DT, the children will combine elements of design from a 
range of inspirational designers throughout history, giving 
reasons for choices. 

 
 

 

PSHE  
Our themes during PSHE lessons will focus upon Safety, 

Caring, Achievement, Resilience and Friendship.  

Ourselves: Each person is made in the image and likeness of 
God.  To know ourselves and to appreciate that our value and 
uniqueness is central to our wellbeing. 
Life Choices: Through Baptism the Christian is called to a 
life of holiness and to the mission of spreading the Good 
News. That life may be lived out in different ways. Whatever 
life choices are made, the Christian is called to a commitment 
of holiness and service of others 
Hope: Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus, the promised 
one. It is preceded by the season of Advent, a time of 
preparation. It encourages believers to prepare for the Christ. 
who comes each day. They also wait in joyful hope for Him to 
come in glory at the end of time. 

 

 
 

Our focus is Space and Forces.                                                                                                                                           
Children will learn about the different types of           
forces, the Solar System and the phases of the moon.  
They will also be learning about how gravity influences us 
on the Earth and how we get day and night.   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

Healthy child, Healthy mind! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supporting your 
child at home… 


